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The Manitoba Association of Medical Radiation
Technologists, Incorporated is the professional
association for Medical Radiation Technologists
(MRTs) in Manitoba. We represent the interests of
those studying to become and those already certified
in one or more of the four disciplines of the MRT
profession: Medical Radiological Technology (RTR),
MRI Technology (RTMR), Nuclear Medicine
Technology (RTNM), and Radiation Therapy (RTT).

MAMRT Triad: November 8, 2020
Annual General Meeting • Awards & Recognition Ceremony • Education Day
The Clarion Hotel • Manitoba Room • 1445 Portage Avenue • Winnipeg
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President’s Message
I hope this message finds you all well. I think it is appropriate to begin
my first President’s message by thanking each and every one of you for
working and being on the frontlines of the COVID-19 pandemic. These
past few months have been a challenging time for us all. However,
through all of the uncertainty, the fear of the unknown, the
unpredictability of what the next day might bring, one thing has
remained constant; that MRTs, specifically MAMRT members, have
shown to be unwavering in their commitment to provide exceptional
care. Our profession has proven to be an integral part of the health care
system and members should deservedly feel a tremendous sense of
pride. MRTs are truly health care heroes.
Jason Lewis RTR, President

Have you noticed our MAMRT star as shown on the cover page, (see also
www.mamrt90.com) continuing to shine brightly in the night sky? If you
look close enough, you may have noticed that it has become even brighter. This is due to the continued success
of the Association and to the achievements realized this past year. Our (brand-new) doors have opened wide to
the start of a new decade, and with that brings a renewed sense of purpose for the MAMRT. It is incredibly
rewarding and satisfying to see that nearly 50% of our 3 Year [January 2019 – December 2021] Strategic Plan
Initiatives and Actions is complete. Having a robust plan in place lays out a clear path forward with new
opportunities and priorities to better meet the needs of our members and the public. One such priority is in the
area of Advocacy, which represents a key component of the Strategic Plan. Promoting and building awareness of
the MRT profession and providing better education to the general public have been identified as priorities moving
forward. Research continues into the various initiatives, tools, and ideas to best accomplish these goals. The
implementation and creation of an Archives Committee will commence in the fall, which will assist further in
bringing to the forefront the long history of Manitoba MRTs. Many more accomplishments and exciting news
regarding the Strategic Plan can be found in the “DYK?” (Did You Know?) and all throughout this Annual Report.
Recently, the Executive Committee undertook a review of the Strategic Plan to determine more appropriate and
realistic timelines of certain aspects.
It is exciting to see MAMRT members taking advantage of the volunteering opportunities available to them and
giving back to the profession by sitting on the Board of Directors or on one of the various Standing/Ad Hoc
Committees. We had three new Board members join this past year and all were able to participate in Volunteer
Manitoba’s orientation session “Roles and Responsibilities of a Non-Profit Board”. In addition, members of the
Finance Committee attended another Volunteer Manitoba session specifically geared towards outlining financial
responsibilities and understanding various related processes. Our Director of Communication and Public
Relations participated in seminars to gain a better understanding of social media and how to enhance the MAMRT
presence online. Other Board members attended the Better Business Bureau’s LIFT Ethics Certification Program,
receiving guidance on business ethics. These offerings contributed to maintaining a sustainable governance and
organizational structure; by educating and informing those who join a volunteer Board so that they can better
perform in their roles.
Last spring, the MAMRT sent its Rural-at-Large Representative to the OAMRS Stakeholder Meeting/Awards Gala
as a means to strengthen relationships with other MRT groups. This was on full display once again when The
Alliance and The National Network agreed to hold their respective meetings in Winnipeg in conjunction with our
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90th Anniversary Celebration; it was the first time since 2003 that a national event has been held in Manitoba and
a tremendous honour and privilege hosting these meetings.
The MAMRT is bidding farewell to one of its longest serving Board members this past year. Jenna (Bruderer)
MacLaine, who began her stint as the RTR Rural Representative, became the Director of Professional Practice and
then served two terms as President, has completed her one-year term as Past-President. We wish her the best of
luck in her new role as the nationally elected CAMRT Liaison to the MAMRT Board of Directors; the Province is
incredibly lucky to have such a strong voice at the national level. A tremendous debt of gratitude is owed to
Jenna for laying the strong foundation on which the Association now stands. She has been a mentor to myself,
especially during my first year as President, and to so many others throughout the years. These strong leadership
and mentorship qualities, along with her passion for volunteerism were on full display this past February when
Jenna was selected to participate in a Rad-Aid project and travel to Tanzania. For three weeks, she worked
alongside fellow CT Technologists at the Muhimbili National Hospital. She assisted their staff primarily with
establishing scanning protocols and contrast-injection timing parameters. I hope that you all will tune in for a
webinar planned during MRT Week 2020 to hear and learn more about the journey from Jenna and the Director
of the Tanzania Project. Her incredible story can also be viewed here.
In closing, I would like to thank my fellow MAMRT members for allowing me to serve as your President. As I begin
my second year, I am eager to fulfill my obligations and duties to the Association with the same amount of drive
and passion as I did in my first year. I encourage members to read this Annual Report thoroughly to know and
appreciate how hard your Board works on your behalf.

Sincerely,

Jason

The 90-year-old MAMRT “President’s Plaque”
- pre-refurbishment and now “retired”.

Gathering, when we could without restrictions, sharing,
learning, celebrating at the MAMRT’s 90th Anniversary at the
Hotel Fort Garry.
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About MAMRT
We were the very first group to form–in November of 1929 - for the MRT
profession in all of Canada. Officially incorporated in 1956, MAMRT’s
direction is provided primarily through the nine purposes set out in its
Constitution and Bylaws and its Strategic Plan (see page 12).
MAMRT participates with/is a member of:
► The Alliance of Medical Radiation and Imaging
Technologist Regulators of Canada (AMRITRC/The Alliance)
► The Canadian National Network of Medical Radiation and
Imaging Technologists (The National Network)
► Canadian Network of Agencies for Regulation (CNAR)
► Red River College Program Advisory Committee (RRC PAC)
► Manitoba Institute of Patient Safety (MIPS)
► Ontario Association of Medical Radiation Sciences
(OAMRS)
► Canadian Association of Medical Radiation Technologists
(CAMRT)

(William) Bill Doern, founder, as a
member of the first delegation from
Canada - all from Winnipeg - heading
out to an American Society Annual
Meeting in 1932.

Coolidge X-Ray Tube, inspiring the
design for the 90th Anniversary
commemorative pendant.

Mission Statement
As the voice for the Medical Radiation Technology
profession, we support and promote excellence
and pride in MRT practice, education, research,
leadership, and policy by advocating for MRTs and
the health of Manitobans.

DYK?
MAMRT fields enquiries on behalf
of CAMRT from Internationally
Educated MRTs (IEMRTs) seeking to
practice in Manitoba and informally
tracks and reports to the Office of
the Manitoba Fairness
Commissioner (OMFC)
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Members of the Board
According to our Constitution and Bylaws, the Board will consist of a Past-President, President, VicePresident and three Directors: Professional Practice, Communications/Public Relations, and
Finance/Administration. In addition, there is to be discipline and geographical representation (RTR Urban
RTR Rural, RTT, RTNM, RTMR, and Rural-at-Large.) Two non-voting positions, the Student and the CAMRT
Liaisons, complete the Board composition.

2019/20 Board of Directors: July 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020*

President • Jason Lewis RTR
Vice President • Kareena Nychuk RTR
Director: Professional Practice • Erin Toews RTT, CTRT
Director: Communications/Public Relations • Kim Rempel RTR, CTIC
Director: Finance/Administration • Leslie Veale RTR, RTMR
Representative: Urban Radiography • Tamara Schaab-Johnson RTR
Representative: Rural Radiography • Anat Churilov RTR, RTMR
Representative: Radiation Therapy • Brett Johnston RTT
Representative: Nuclear Medicine • Vacant
Representative: MRI • Sara McLaughlin RTR, RTMR
Representative: Rural-at-Large • Kirsten MacNeish, RTR
CAMRT Liaison: (non-voting) • Sandra Luke RTR, RTMR, ACR
Student Liaison: (non-voting) • Eric Ireland RTR
Past President • Jenna MacLaine RTR, CTIC

*But for the CAMRT Liaison and Past President, all terms above have been extended. With the COVID-19 situation, relevant legislation,
and priority for the health and wellness of our members, it was not feasible to hold the MAMRT AGM prior to June 30th.

DYK?
The position description for MAMRT’s Director of Professional Practice includes acting as the Provincial
Liaison for the CAMRT Foundation MAMRT’s annual donation and fundraisers further support the
Foundation.
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Values

Vision Statement

Collaboration
Integrity
Respect
Professionalism

The specialized knowledge and practice
of MRTs are acknowledged and
recognized as vital and essential
components within the health care
system.

Committees
MAMRT has both Standing Committees and Special (Ad Hoc) Committees. As set out in the Constitution and
Bylaws, the Standing Committees are Executive, Finance, and Governance.

Executive Committee

Finance Committee

Jason Lewis (Chair), Kareena Nychuk, Leslie
Veale

Leslie Veale (Chair), Jason Lewis, Kareena Nychuk,
Kirsten MacNeish

The Executive Committee is one which acts on
behalf of the Board between regular meetings of
and as directed by the Board.

The Finance Committee is responsible for overseeing the
MAMRT’s financial systems, internal controls and
investments, reviewing monthly financials, ensuring the
required audit is conducted in an efficient and costeffective manner and for recommending approval of the
annual financial statements and the appointment of the
auditor.

Governance Committee

Special (Ad Hoc) Committees

Kareena Nychuk (Chair), Jason Lewis, Kim
Rempel, Erin Toews

Awards Program • Dayna McTaggart (Chair), Kayla
Campbell, Jordan Veale, Kim Rempel (Non-voting)

The Governance Committee’s duties include
preparing for the AGM, reviewing and
monitoring for compliance the MAMRT’s
Constitution and Bylaws, policies, or other
governing documents, and identifying suitable
candidates for nominations to Director or to
other Board and Committee positions.

Self-Regulation • Christine Preachuk (Chair) Main
Committee Members: Jillian Bruneau, Kareena Nychuk,
Lorraine Gendre, Tracy Anderson, Tynnille Chomenchuk
Bouchard. Sub-Committee Members: Jenna MacLaine,
Jordan Veale, Kirsten MacNeish, Sandra Luke
90th Anniversary Celebrations • Chris Zeller and Raylene
McGhee (Co-Chairs) Jan Connon, Jenna MacLaine, Jordan
Veale, Melody Knight (Committee disbanded January
2020)

MAMRT Staff
Executive Director: Salín Guttormsson [.75] • Executive Assistant: Leona Wilkinson [.125]
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2019

2020
Sandra Luke, CAMRT Liaison and Jason
Lewis, President

Kim Rempel, Director of
Communications and Public
Relations and Jenna MacLaine,
Past-President

Brett Johnston, RTT Representative
(seated) with Nicole Jenkins,
Newfoundland & Labrador Association
of Medical Radiation Technologists

Sara McLaughlin, MRI
Representative

MAMRT
Board Members

Jordan Veale (Committee Member) and
Tamara Schaab-Johnson, RTR Urban and
RRC PAC Representative

Leslie Veale, Director of Finance
and Administration and Erin Toews,
Director of Professional Practice
and CAMRT Foundation Liaison

Kirsten MacNeish, Rural-at-Large
Representative and Gailyne
MacPherson, then CAMRT
President

Year in Review
Year in
Review
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Registering MRTs
In accordance with the Bilateral Agreement, MAMRT manages the
concurrent MAMRT/CAMRT membership registration process on behalf
of CAMRT, that is, we collect CAMRT’s Dues and the Professional Liability
Insurance (PLI) premium on behalf of CAMRT, reporting and remitting to
it monthly. Members are reminded that the total sum paid to MAMRT
does not remain with MAMRT. In return for this service, CAMRT
contributes on a proportional basis to MAMRT’s processing expenses
and issues a PLI Rebate to MAMRT. Maintaining this measure of
involvement allows the MAMRT to be in better touch with membership,
to respond to member and employer enquiries efficiently and positions
MAMRT well for future self-administration. For membership registration
numbers and breakdown by discipline as of January 1, 2020, see the
Canadian Comparison Chart.

Entrance to MAMRT’s new home: 610-1445
Portage Avenue

DYK?

A New MAMRT Home
After many, many years in an increasingly undesirable location on
Sargent Avenue, the time had come to explore a new office for MAMRT.
In efforts to both decrease space and to create efficiencies, we entered
into a Sublease and Operating Agreement with the College of
Paramedics of Manitoba (CPMB) and the College of Dental Hygienists of
Manitoba (CDHM). As of September 2019, our new home is located on
one of the business/office floors of The Clarion Hotel. For more detail on
the savings because of this move, see the Director of Finance and
Administration’s Report.

MAMRT offers a Pre-Authorized
Debit (PAD) service, which allows
members to pay the following
year’s Dues/PLI in advance, over
11 months. (i.e. installments made
in 2020 go towards 2021
MAMRT/CAMRT membership).

A New MAMRT Employee
In the Fall of 2019, MAMRT also welcomed Leona Wilkinson to the
position of Executive Assistant. Leona comes to us from the College of
Registered Nurses of Manitoba and brings with her a wealth of
knowledge and experience, in addition to a wonderful collegial spirit!

MAMRT DUES
Full-Practising: $15.83/mo.
Non-Practising: $7.50/mo.

Last Increase
[2018]

Administrative
Fees Removed
[2019]

Mid-Year
Prorating
Approved
[2020]

No Increase
[2021]

Students: Free
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Communication

MRT Week 2019
Winnipeg Transit Bus
Shelter Advertisement.

DYK?
MAMRT “does its part”. We use
FSC© Certified Paper, (from
responsible sources), recycle
batteries, save can tabs
(wheelchair fundraisers), and
donate used postage stamps.

Several initiatives were investigated and implemented to enhance
communication with members, the public, the Board, staff and
committees. The two largest projects were the development of a
new website and of a new membership registration platform.
The full launch and transition are not quite complete, and
members are thanked for their patience as matters are worked
through. The website promises to facilitate improved access to
the Board’s resources for members and for the public. The new
registration software will support many new features, such as the
ability to download Membership Cards, to change membership
status online, and to directly connect with the provider in the
event of technical difficulties. Activity on the MAMRT’s Facebook
page has significantly increased with more regular postings; you
can find and follow us by searching for “MBMRTs”. Through the
Operating Agreement with CPMB/CDHM, we can now utilize a
teleconference line for meetings. New Office 365 tools will
additionally facilitate communication between the Board, staff,
and committees.

And the Winners are…
Throughout the year, all sorts of contests and draws were run,
some for MRT Week 2019, others for the 90th Anniversary
Celebrations and some just because! “Show Us Your Love”, “Share
Your Stories”, “MAMRT Trivia”, “Read All About It”, “Passport
Tour”, “Spot the Tim’s TV Ad” and “What Do You Do?”

The Canadian Society of
Radiological Technicians journal
“The Focal Spot” 1955.

Congrats to Kathleen Rey RTR (Treherne), Debbie Horrocks RTR
(Selkirk), Rosalie Rehirchuk RTR (Brandon), Donna Sutherland
RTNM (Winnipeg), Sherri Pinkerton RTT (Winnipeg), Kathleen
Honke RTR (Garson), Marie Wray RTR (Cartwright), Chris Zeller
RTT (Winnipeg), Erin Wady RTR (Thompson), Dana Hemminger
RTR (Winnipeg), Christopher Topham (Ottawa), Sandra Luke RTR,
RTMR, ACR (Winnipeg), Pam Sparkes RTT (Winnipeg), Shauna
Laurin RTR (Winnipeg), Tynnille Chomenchuk Bouchard RTT
(Brandon), Deb Bridle RTT (Winnipeg) and Autumn McLean, RTR
(Winnipeg).
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Events and Initiatives
Apart from conducting a member survey, arranging for MAMRT at the Banjo Bowl, Winnipeg Transit bus shelter
advertising, and a night out at the Manitoba Moose “Hockey Fights Cancer Game”, our “Focal Spots” were the
November 2019 celebrations of the MAMRT’s 90th Anniversary and the hosting of both The National Network
and The Alliance meetings in Winnipeg.
2019 was a milestone in the history of all Canadian MRTs and at 90 years, particularly so in Manitoba, a Province
which is only just celebrating its sesquicentennial (150 years). The celebrations on November 22 at the Canadian
Museum for Human Rights and on November 23 at the historic Fort Garry Hotel, emceed by CBC’s Terry
MacLeod, were met with great enthusiasm and interest. These events were not only a reflection on MRT
practice in Manitoba, through the historical presentation by Sarah Story, Archivist, but also a glimpse into what
the future may hold for the MRT Profession, through the Self-Regulation presentation by Linda Gough,
President, AMRITRC and Nicole Jenkins, the incoming Chair of the Newfoundland & Labrador College. In addition
to photos, the dedicated website www.mamrt90.com created especially for our 90th has:
► Virtual Video/Presentation Tours featuring Manitoba MRT workplaces: Thompson, St. Boniface Hospital,
Brandon, CancerCare Manitoba, Dauphin, Selkirk, Morris, Gimli, Red River College, Grace Hospital, Churchill,
and the Diagnostic Centre of Excellence.
► Greetings from
•
•
•
•
•

The Honourable Janice C. Filmon, C.M., O.M., Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba
The Honourable Cathy Cox, Minister, Manitoba Sport, Culture and Heritage
Deputy Mayor Markus Chambers, City Councillor St. Norbert - Seine River
President Linda Gough, AMRITRC
Past-President Jeff Dovyak, RTNM, Canadian Radiation Protection Association

► Proclamation from the Province of Manitoba
issued by The Honourable Minister Cameron
Friesen, Manitoba Health, Seniors, and Active
Living, presented by Len Isleifson, MLA Brandon
East, Legislative Assistant.
► Certificate and Locating Information for Star SAO
14573, Ursa Major Constellation; the star MAMRT
adopted through the Manitoba Museum’s “Say it
With a Star” Program.
► Commemorative Pendant commissioned for the
MAMRT’s 90th Anniversary.
Note! The MAMRT 90th Website website will remain
live only until approximately December 2020.

Our 90th Anniversary Commemorative sterling silver
Pendant. Timeless!

DYK?
MAMRT received two funding grants supporting our 90th Anniversary and Archival work through Manitoba Sport,
Culture and Heritage, Historic Resources Branch and its Provincial Heritage Grants Program.
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Self-Regulation

DYK?
MRITs (Medical Radiation and
Imaging Technologists) are regulated
in 6 Provinces: Alberta, Ontario,
Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
and Saskatchewan. Regulation
matters: it ensures that the public is
protected, and that Canadians receive
safe, quality, competent, and
professional services.

A large step has been taken towards the pursuit of Self-Regulation with
the retention in January 2020 of consultant Taras Luchak to assist with
the application process. Taras with legal training and experience as a
Registrar for a regulated health profession brings invaluable knowledge.
This step puts the MAMRT squarely on track to meet its Strategic Plan
March 2021 application submission deadline. There will be a
presentation on this Self-Regulation initiative from Taras at the
November 8, 2020 MAMRT Triad.

MAMRT Strategic Plan

DYK?
MAMRT members can also
become Reciprocal Members of
OAMRS (Ontario Association of
Medical Radiation Sciences)
through the MAMRT/OAMRS
Education Agreement.

2019-2021 Directions and Goals
Strategic Direction

Strategic Goal

Advocacy ► To promote the role of MRT
disciplines to other health care
professionals and to the public
Internal Operations ► To update and maintain a viable,
sustainable governance and
organizational structure
Membership Value ► To expand and enhance member
benefits, services, and programs
Self-Regulation ► To advocate and make application
for MRT Self-Regulation
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Awards & Recognition
The Awards Committee – which operates independently of the Board in the selection
process – oversees and manages the program through the MAMRT Awards Program
Guide, most recently updated in September 2019. This program exists to showcase the
talent and professionalism of MAMRT members, including achievements as Student
Members, as well as to honour retiring Members and resigning members of the Board.

Award Winners 2020
Competitive Awards
Registration

MRI Technology • Reanne Barnabe
Nuclear Medicine • Kristin Spearing
Radiation Therapy (tie) • Jenna Schurman, Stephanie Henderson
Radiological Technology (tie) • Rachel Suderman, Kevin Santos de Guzman

Education

Radiological Technology • Rachel Suderman
MRI Technology • No recipient

Proficiency

Radiation Therapy • Stephanie Henderson
Nuclear Medicine • Kristin Spearing

Honorary Awards
MAMRT Life Membership

No recipient

Colin Maxwell Memorial

Christine Preachuk

(Wm.) Bill Doern Service

Melody Knight

Claude Bodle Memorial Lecture

Kathleen Scribner

Early Professional Achievement

Jason Lewis

Team Excellence

No recipient

Rita Eyer Leadership

Sandra Luke

The Award presentations to the above honorands and the announcements/recognition of MAMRT retired members and
resigning Board members will take place at the MAMRT Triad on November 8, 2020.
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Report from MAMRT’s Director of Finance
and Administration
The MAMRT’s Fiscal Year 2019/20 runs from March 1st to February 29th. At Year
End, our revenue, generated from membership dues, investment interest, the
CAMRT PLI Rebate, fundraising, events, sponsorships, and grants was $390,392,
offsetting expenses of $424,846.
The $34,454 net loss is largely a result of the costs related to the new website and
the new membership registration platform. Originally set as expenses for the
2020/21 Fiscal Year, the earlier launch, being a large but anticipated cost, required
monies outside of the MAMRT’s operating funds and the utilization of reserves. As
at February 29th, 2020, the amount held in reserve with Manulife Bank was
$91,385.91.

Leslie Veale RTR, RTMR,
Director of Finance and
Administration

To receive a copy of the 2019/20 Auditor’s Report and the full Financial Statements, please send your request to
admin@mamrt.ca.
The Finance Committee was an active one this past year, with many desirable changes brought about. Highlights
of our financial activity:
► New TD Bank “cash-back” credit card, with increased limit
► Consolidated Sunova Credit Union account with TD Bank account
► Negotiated preferential non-profit rate with Stripe, the payment processing gateway associated with the
new membership registration platform
► Engaged Platinum Business Services to provide bookkeeping and monthly financial reports, upon contract
expiry with Fusion Bookkeeping
► Received $4,500.00 in grants, with a further $4,500.00 expected
► Maintained the GIC arranged through Quadrus Investment Services ($31,126.04 as of December 31, 2019)
► Renegotiated the Bilateral Agreement, such that CAMRT’s reimbursement of processing expenses is now
deducted from MAMRT’s monthly remittances
Our move to new premises has resulted in significant savings and perks:
► Monthly rent reduced from $1,431.60 to $732.70
► No rent charged for September or October
► Rent is inclusive of parking (previously additional $50.00/mo.) and of
utilities (previously additional $150.00/mo.)
► Now exempt from Business Improvement Zone (BIZ) Levy (previously
$250.00/yr.)
► Internet and teleconference line cost-sharing with CPMB/CDHM

MAMRT’s new boardroom at The
Clarion Hotel.

In addition to regular meetings, the Finance Committee conducted a sixmonth financial review and prepared the operating Budget for Fiscal Year
2020/21, subsequently approved by the Board. The 2020/21 Budget is also
available for review upon request (admin@mamrt.ca) and will be presented
for discussion at the November 8, 2020 Triad.
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I have welcomed the growth opportunities in which I have been able to participate through my concurrent
MAMRT/CAMRT membership and by volunteering with our Association. Attending CAMRT’s Leadership
Development Institute event and Volunteer Manitoba’s seminars, “Financial Responsibilities of a Non-Profit
Board” and “Taking the Mystery out of Financial Statements” gives me every confidence that our Association
continues to function well and in a fiscally responsible fashion.
Respectfully submitted,

Leslie

Canadian Comparison Chart

The Canadian Comparison Chart of Regulators and Associations for MRITs is produced annually by The Alliance.
The data above for Manitoba and set out in the full Chart is current to January 1, 2020. To view the full Chart
and see how Manitoba compares with other Provinces in terms of membership numbers, dues, and other
requirements, please click here.
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Province of Manitoba
Proclamation recognising
Medical Radiation Technologists
Week 2019 and the 90th
Anniversary of MAMRT.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit. Etiam
aliquet eu mi quis lacinia.

A 2002 Message from Founding Member (Wm.) Bill
Doern
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“The benefits that you enjoy today are the fruits of many hours of volunteer labour
of those
who
have2019-2020
gone before you”
MAMRT
Annual
Report

